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in the setting of a strong and broadly directed virus-specific
CD81 T-cell response. The lack of cross-protective immunity for
closely related HIV-1 strains, despite persistent recognition of
multiple CD8 epitopes, has important implications for public
health and vaccine development.
Increasing evidence suggests that virus-specific CD8þ T-cell
responses are important in the control of HIV-1 or SIV replication4–8, and inducing and maintaining these responses are considered to be central for the development of effective HIV-1
vaccines. In the simian-HIV (SHIV) model, induction of strong
SHIV-specific CD8þ T-cell responses does not prevent infection
after challenge but is associated with persistent control of low levels
of viral replication and attenuated disease9–11. Although similar
vaccine regimens have failed to control more pathogenic and less
easily neutralizable SIV strains12–14, these studies nevertheless provide optimism that an effective vaccine to prevent HIV-1 disease
progression in humans could be developed. Indeed, the augmentation of HIV-1-specific immunity by the early treatment of persons
with acute HIV-1 infection, followed by supervised treatment
interruptions (STI), has been shown1–3. Most individuals treated
by this method have been able to control, at least transiently,
viraemia after the cessation of treatment at levels that did not
require the re-initiation of treatment3. One such individual effectively controlled infection for over 290 d after STI but then experienced a marked increase in plasma viral load (Fig. 1a), offering us
the opportunity to investigate the immunological and virological
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Early treatment of acute HIV-1 infection followed by treatment
interruptions has shown promise for enhancing immune control
of infection1–3. A subsequent loss of control, however, allows the
correlates of protective immunity to be assessed. Here we show
that sudden breakthrough of plasma viraemia occurred after
prolonged immune containment in an individual infected with
HIV-1 at a time when 25 distinct CD81 T-cell epitopes in the viral
proteins Gag, RT, Integrase, Env, Nef, Vpr, Vif and Rev were being
targeted. Sequencing of the virus in plasma and cells showed that
superinfection with a second clade-B virus was coincident with
the loss of immune control. This sudden increase in viraemia was
associated with a decline in half of the CD81 T-cell responses.
The declining CD81 T-cell responses were coupled with sequence
changes relative to the initial virus that resulted in impaired
recognition. Our data show that HIV-1 superinfection can occur
434

Figure 1 HIV-1 viral loads, CD4þ T-cell counts and Gag-specific lymphoproliferative
responses in study subject AC-06. a, HIV-1 plasma viral loads, b, CD4þ T-cell counts;
c, Gag-specific lymphoproliferative responses. Time zero represents the first presentation
of AC-06 with symptomatic acute HIV-1 infection. At this time, HIV-1 viral loads were
8.8 £ 106 RNA copies per ml of plasma (not shown). Shaded areas represent treatment
with highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). Dotted line indicates 5,000 copies of HIV1 RNA per ml of plasma.
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correlates of loss of immune control.
Subject AC-06 underwent STI 546 d after early treatment of acute
HIV-1 infection by a previously reported protocol3. The virus
rebounded, and within 60 d (day 606 of infection) exceeded
50,000 HIV-1 RNA copies per ml of plasma, necessitating the reinitiation of therapy (Fig. 1a). Therapy was again interrupted at day
715. Although there was a transient peak in viraemia at day 773,
viraemia declined spontaneously and his CD4þ T-cell counts
remained stable. He then did not meet the criteria for re-initiating
therapy until day 1,020 (305 d after stopping therapy), showing
prolonged control of viraemia while off therapy.
At this stage, however, he experienced a sudden rapid increase in
viraemia along with a marked drop in CD4þ T-cell counts from
998 cells per ml (day 972) to 515 cells per ml before HAART was
reinitiated (Fig. 1b). Subsequent STI 4 months later (day 1,149)
was associated with an even more rapid loss of control, in which
viraemia exceeded 50,000 RNA copies per ml of plasma within 20 d.
After another 4 months of highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART), treatment was again stopped (day 1,312) and HIV-1viraemia once more rebounded but to lower peak concentrations.
Although viraemia never exceeded 50,000 RNA copies per ml of

plasma, secondary criteria to restart therapy were met at day 86
owing to viral loads above 5,000 RNA copies per ml for three
consecutive weeks. At this stage, subject AC-06 chose to decline
further drug therapy, with viral loads ranging from 3,700 to 18,200
RNA copies per ml for 280 d, before increasing to 38,000 RNA
copies per ml on day 1,622. During this time, his CD4þ T-cell counts
declined progressively.
We carried out comprehensive evaluation of the virus-specific
immune responses to define the correlates of this loss of immune
control. Gag-specific CD4þ T-cell proliferative responses were
detected after early treatment3,15,16 and were present during the
period of control during the second STI, but they declined with the
sudden increase in viraemia (Fig. 1c). Although impairment of
HIV-1-specific T-helper cell (TH) responses by continuing low-level
viral replication17 before the rebound of viraemia cannot be
excluded by these data, they suggest that a sudden loss of Gagspecific TH responses did not precede the observed loss of viral
control in this individual. Similarly, only weak neutralizing antibody responses (titres ranging from ,4 to 8 reciprocal plasma
dilutions) against autologous virus were present during the second
STI at the time of viral control.

Figure 2 CD8þ T-cell responses to described optimal clade-B sequence cytotoxic T
lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes during successive supervised treatment interruptions (STIs).
Responses to individual epitopes are shown before and at the end of each STI (a, 1st STI;
b, 2nd STI; c, 3rd STI) and are presented as spot-forming cells (SFCs) per million

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). The duration of STI is indicated in months.
All epitope-specific responses increased until the third STI, during which more than half of
the responses declined.
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Because animal model data suggest that CD8þ T-cell responses
are essential for immune control in AIDS virus infections5,7,18, we
measured longitudinally the maintenance of virus-specific CD8þ
T-cell responses using an interferon-g (IFN-g) Elispot assay and 504
clade-B overlapping peptides spanning all expressed HIV-1 proteins. HIV-1-specific CD8þ T-cell responses were enhanced and
broadened with re-exposure to antigen during the first and second
STIs (see also ref. 19), ultimately targeting 25 distinct cytotoxic T
lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes with a total of 27,470 spot-forming cells
(SFCs) per 106 peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) at the
end of the second STI (Fig. 2a, b). In addition to IFN-g secretion
after antigenic stimulation, these epitope-specific CD8þ T cells also
demonstrated epitope-specific cytotoxic activity (data not shown).
But this pattern of enhancement of epitope-specific responses
present during the first two STIs changed markedly during the
third STI. Although a subset of epitope-specific CD8þ T-cell

responses was maintained or expanded further, for the first time
some established responses declined (Fig. 2c), leaving a reduced
magnitude of 18,250 SFCs per 106 PBMCs (P ¼ 0.01, versus the
second STI).
To investigate the relationship between sequence variation within
targeted epitopes and loss of immune control18, we sequenced
regions in HIV-1 gag using PBMC samples derived from the time
of acute infection (day 18) and the third STI (day 1,170). Although
sequence changes were identified in three of the seven epitopes
located within HIV-1 gag, there was an even greater number of
amino acid changes in the flanking regions that did not contain
targeted CD8þ T-cell epitopes (Fig. 3a). Phylogenetic analysis of
autologous gag sequences from these time points (day 18 acute
infection, and day 1,170 3rd STI) indicated that a distinct and
unrelated second strain of HIV-1 had emerged (Fig. 3b). Additional
sequencing of virus derived from intermediate time points during

Figure 3 Sequence and phylogenetic analysis of viruses from subject AC-06. a, Gag
sequences from subject AC-06 show high amino acid diversity. Consensus sequences
were derived from several clones (minimum 4, mean 8) spanning each of the individual
PCR fragments of the HIV-1 gag open reading frame. The sequences shown reflect the
predominant viral populations present at day 18 and day 1,170. Boxes indicate the seven
HLA-A03- or B07-restricted Gag epitopes targeted by this subject. b, HIV gag sequences
from subject AC-06 during acute (day 18) and chronic (day 1,170) infection cluster
independently. Sequences from 17 HIV-1 infected persons from the Boston area were
aligned27. The neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree indicates that two distinct viruses are
present in subject AC-06 at these different times after infection (bootstrap values .60 are

shown). Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of sequences included for each
subject and where available the number of acute (ac) or chronic (ch) stage sequences
included. Scale bar indicates the genetic distance along the branches. c, Virus B
predominates in plasma of subject AC-06 on day 1,005. Specific PCR primers for virus A
and virus B were generated based on unique nucleotide substitutions present in the two
viruses in a region of gag. RT–PCR was carried out on plasma viral RNA isolated
throughout infection. Consensus clade-B-specific primers successfully amplify products
at all time points, verifying sample integrity. Only virus-A-specific primers amplify product
from plasma samples taken during the first 972 d of infection; by contrast, only virus-Bspecific primers amplify product from samples taken from day 1,005 onwards.
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the first STI (day 606) and the second STI (day 1,021) confirmed
these results, which were verified by an independent investigator
(data not shown). These data showed that the early samples (day 18
and day 606) represented one strain of HIV-1 (referred to as virus
A), whereas later samples (day 1,021 and day 1,170) represented a
distinct second strain of HIV-1 (referred to as virus B) that became
detectable during the end of the second STI and persisted during the
third and fourth STI.
Overall, the sequences of virus A and virus B were significantly
different, showing 12% heterogeneity in amino acid sequence (on
the basis of .80% sequence coverage of whole HIV genomes).
BLAST searches of the HIV database also confirmed the uniqueness
of both viruses. By contrast, viruses A and B themselves were found
to vary only minimally (,0.3% amino acid heterogeneity) over
time between day 18 and day 606 (virus A) and between day 1,021
and day 1,170 (virus B). Similarly, the viral diversity observed to
develop in other subjects undergoing STIs over a similar time frame
was also significantly more limited (data not shown). Thus, the
sequence variations observed between virus A and virus B were not
the result of viral evolution in several targeted CD8þ T-cell epitopes,
but rather the emergence of a new HIV-1 clade-B strain in the study
subject at a time when the initial virus was well controlled. An
additional maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis showed that
it is highly unlikely that virus A and virus B arose from the same
lineage within the context of the Boston cohort (see Supplementary
Fig. 1). In addition, there was no evidence for recombination

between virus A and virus B in subject AC-06 (data not shown).
Both strains were most closely related to HIV-1 clade-B sequences
and possessed an R5 phenotype as determined by their differential
infection in U87-CD4-CCR5, U87-CD4-CXCR4 and MT2 cells
(ref. 20 and data not shown).
The above data suggest that either dual infection with viruses A
and B occurred during the primary HIV-1 infection or there was
subsequent superinfection with virus B. Review of medical records
indicated that subject AC-06 experienced symptoms including
fever, lymphadenopathy and night sweats in the month preceding
the first detection of virus B. In addition, this subject reported an
unprotected sexual risk exposure with an anonymous partner 4–8
weeks before the beginning of symptoms. The clinical data were
thus consistent with exposure to another virus. To define further the
time of infection with virus B, virus-specific nested polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) primer sets corresponding to unique gag
nucleotide sequences were used to track both viruses throughout
infection (see Supplementary Table I). Nested PCR with reverse
transcription (RT–PCR) of plasma virus showed that virus A was
the only detectable virus at the time of acute infection (day 4),
during the first STI (day 606), and throughout most of the second
STI (until day 972). In marked contrast, after the sudden increase in
viraemia (day 1,005, Fig. 1a), the only virus detected in plasma was
virus B (Fig. 3c). We carried out a similar analysis on viral DNA
derived from PBMCs. Primers specific for virus A successfully
amplified products from PBMC samples taken throughout infec-

Table 1 Viral sequence analysis and autologous epitope recognition by subject AC-06
Time
Circulating virus

1st STI
Beginning
End
Virus A

Virus A

2nd STI
Beginning
End
Virus A

Virus B

3rd STI
Beginning
End
Virus B

Virus B

4th STI
Beginning
End
Virus B

Virus B

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Conserved and/or persistently recognized epitopes*
GIPHPAGLK
1
A3-GK9 Pol
Virus A
--------Virus B
2
A3-KK10 Pol
Virus A
KLVDFRELNK
B
---------3
B7-SV9 Gag
Virus A
SPRTLNAWV
--------B
4
B7-TL9 Gag
Virus A
TPQDLNTML
--------B
5
B7-GL9 Gag
Virus A
GPGHKARVL †
B
--------6
B7-SM9 Pol
Virus A
SPAIFQSSM
--------B
7
A3-KK9 Gag
Virus A
KIRLRPGGK
--------B
8
A3-RK10 VIf
Virus A
RIRTWKSLVK
--S------B
RRKPPLPSIAK
9
A3-RK11 VIf
Virus A
-T------VTB
Variable epitopes and declining responses
QIYAGIKVK
1
A3-QR9 Pol
Virus A
B
-------–R
RTRGAHTNDVK
2
A3-RK11 Pol
Virus A
----------R
B
HPRISSEVHI
3
B7-HM0 VIf
Virus A
--K------B
4
A3-RK9 Ga9
Virus A
RLRPGGKKK
--------T
B
FPRTWLHGL
5
B7-FL9 Vpr
Virus A
--W-----B
AIFQSSMTK
6
A3-AK9 Pol
Virus A
-------IB
7
A3-AK10 Pol
Virus A
AVFIHNFKRK
---V-----B
Responses specific to virus B
HPVHAGPIA
1
B7-HA9 Gag
Virus A
-------VB
RPSNNTRKSI
2
B7-RI10 Env
Virus A
B
–-N----RGYPPLASLRSL
3
B7-YL9 Gag
Virus A
--·------B

0

0

0

1,500

790

1,500

670

1,000

0

0

70

1,500

860

1,500

1,000

1,500

0

0

0

120

30

120

30

280

0

0

0

1,300

610

840

720

1,000

480

1,200

1,000

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,000

1,500

0

90

130

1000

750

690

590

500

0

220

370

1100

480

390

270

150

0
0
0
0

180
100
150
150

270
250
180
190

1500
300
360
380

350
200
150
170

580
650
650
380

330
360
340
380

900
820
520
570

50
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
0
0
0
0
0

1,000
760
0
0
270
270
420
0
180
0
0
0
0
0

1,500
1,000
0
0
380
320
590
0
270
80
0
0
0
0

1,500
550
860
270
1,200
1,200
1,000
380
1000
220
420
40
120
0

440
130
850
150
1,000
1,000
300
80
520
70
100
0
0
0

800
130
260
120
800
800
440
170
430
210
70
0
50
0

420
140
130
70
630
800
280
60
280
160
0
0
0
0

320
40
120
60
370
360
120
50
300
140
40
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

120
130
240
360
0
0

110
140
260
230
0
0

140
190
270
1,000
0
660

130
160
220
650
0
520

640
900
420
1,200
0
760

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
* Sequences were generated from cell-associated DNA isolated on day 18 (Virus A) and day 1,170 (Virus B).
† In the earliest sample sequenced (day 18), the autologous sequence for this epitope was GPSHKARVL, which was equally well recognized, whereas the GPGHKARVL sequence dominated by
day 606.
Dot indicates position of amino acid infection in virus A.
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tion, albeit less consistently from later time points when virus B
predominated in plasma (data not shown). By contrast, primers
specific for virus B successfully amplified products only from PBMC
samples taken after day 1,021 (data not shown). Thus, the clinical
and PCR data are most consistent with superinfection rather than
with dual infection at the time of primary infection.
We next compared the sequence integrity of the CD8þ T-cell
epitopes that were targeted before emergence of virus B to assess the
impact of viral variability on immune recognition. Autologous
sequences of virus A and virus B were amplified successfully for
all regions except portions of env and nef, for which high sequence
diversity limited amplification with the available primers (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Table II). Sixteen of the twenty-five epitopes
were sequenced, as well as three new epitopes targeted for the first
time after emergence of virus B. Recognition of autologous epitopes
was assessed using PBMCs from several time points before and after
emergence of virus B (Table 1) using an IFN-g Elispot assay.
For 9 of the 16 sequenced epitopes targeted at the time of loss of
immune control, either the epitope sequence was conserved completely (7 epitopes) or the virus B variant differed but was equally
well recognized by CD8þ T cells derived from early and late time
points (two epitopes), as assessed through peptide titration Elispot
assays (ref. 21 and Supplementary Fig. 3). CD8þ T-cell responses to
eight of these nine epitopes persisted after emergence of virus B
(Table 1). The exception was a declining HLA-A3-restricted
response to p17 Gag (KIRLRPGGK); this sequence was identical
in both viruses, but virus B had an arginine to threonine mutation at
position C þ 2 that may have impaired antigen processing22.
For 7 of the 16 epitopes evaluated by sequence analysis, there were
sequence changes in the CD8þ T-cell epitopes that were associated
with declining CD8þ T-cell responses (Table 1) and decreased
recognition by the established immune response (Supplementary
Fig. 3). Indeed, comparison of the variability observed within each
of these 16 sequenced epitopes to clade-B sequences present in the
Los Alamos database showed a similar trend, with those epitopes
conserved between virus A and virus B showing a greater degree of
conservation than those that varied. Sequence data were not
obtained for nine epitopes, for which five responses declined and
four persisted (data not shown). Notably, the immunodominant
CD8þ T-cell epitope GPGHKARVL in p24 Gag was present in both
viruses, indicating that maintained responses against this epitope
were not sufficient to prevent emergence of virus B9,18.
Optimal CD4þ T-cell responses in this individual have not been
defined and thus the impact that this viral diversity has on
maintenance of HIV-specific CD4þ T-cell responses is unknown.
After emergence of virus B, however, Gag-specific CD4þ T-cell
proliferative responses did rebound to significant levels, suggesting
persistent cross-recognition. Notably, a marked decline in Gagspecific CD4 proliferative responses and CD4þ T-cell counts was
observed during the fourth STI in the setting of increased viral
replication (Fig. 1). With respect to humoral responses, as stated
previously, only weak neutralizing antibody responses specific to
virus A were detectable before superinfection. But these virus-Aspecific responses were lost after superinfection with virus B
(titre , 4) and were not crossreactive against virus B (Supplementary Table III). After emergence of virus B, virus-B-specific neutralizing antibody responses developed for the first time, with titres
reaching 40. But virus B subsequently escaped from these virus-Bspecific neutralizing antibody responses (titre , 4). These data
show that neutralizing antibodies to virus B were lacking at the
time of superinfection but were produced later, potentially contributing to viral evolution and neutralization escape.
In addition to a loss of immune responses at the time of
emergence of virus B, at least three new CD8þ T-cell responses
within HIV-1 Gag and Env were detectable for the first time after
superinfection, including two previously described CD8 epitopes
and one newly described epitope in HIV-1 Gag. Fine mapping of the
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new response showed that it was directed against an HLA-B7restricted epitope (YPLASLRSL). Comparison of virus A and B
sequences in this region indicated that the insertion of a proline at
position 3 of this epitope (YPPLASLRSL) in virus A resulted in a
variant that apparently had prevented the initial presentation of this
region to the immune system (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 3). A
response to this region was detectable for the first time when virus B
predominated (Table 1). Similarly, for two additional epitopes that
were recognized for the first time with emergence of virus B, the
autologous variants of virus B were recognized at lower peptide
concentrations than were the virus A variants (Supplementary Fig.
3). Thus, new CD8þ T-cell responses were capable of being induced
in the setting of chronic persistent viral infection.
Our studies in a single individual indicate that virus-specific
CD8þ T-cell responses that control replication of one strain of HIV1 may not be sufficiently potent to prevent superinfection with a
second virus of the same clade. It must be emphasized, however, that
superinfection in an individual already infected with HIV-1 may be
different from infection in a person with healthy immune system. In
line with studies showing superinfection with a different HIV-1
clade23,24, our results provide a potential explanation for the
emergence of a growing number of recombinant viruses worldwide25. In the case described here, although there was only roughly
12% difference in overall sequence, at least half of the targeted CD8
epitopes were not shared between the two viruses, both of which
were acquired in North America. Although the immunodominant
CD8þ T-cell epitope was conserved in both viruses, control of virus
B was not achieved until additional epitopes were targeted, which
suggests that subdominant responses have a role in immune
control. Our study does show the ability of the immune system to
generate CD8þ T-cell responses against epitopes that have not been
previously presented, which indicates that therapeutic immunization in chronic infection may be possible. Further detailed dissection of immune responses in persons who control viraemia and then
lose this control should provide important insights regarding the
breadth, magnitude and phenotype of HIV-1-specific immune
responses that may be necessary to provide broad, cross-protective
immunity.
A

Methods
Subjects
Individual AC-06 presented with symptomatic acute infection, defined by detectable
amounts of plasma HIV-1 RNA (8.8 £ 106 copies per ml) and negative antibodies (HIV-1/
HIV-2 ELISA and HIV-1 western blot). The CD4þ T-cell count at presentation was
551 cells per mm3, and HAART (d4T, 3TC and Nelfinavir) was initiated 4 d later. After
546 d of therapy, he underwent three cycles of STI with the plan to restart therapy if viral
load exceeded 5,000 copies of HIV-1 RNA per ml of plasma for three consecutive weeks or
50,000 RNA copies per ml at one time. The fourth STI was off protocol.

IFN-g Elispot assay
We quantified HIV-1-specific CD8þ T-cell responses by Elispot assay as described21, using
overlapping peptides (peptides with 15–18 residues, overlapping by 10 amino acids)
spanning the whole expressed HIV-1 clade-B sequence. Peptides corresponding to optimal
clade-B CTL epitopes26 and the autologous virus sequences were also tested. PBMCs were
plated at 50,000–100,000 cells per well with peptides at a final concentration of 1025 M in
96-well plates and processed as described21. One hundred thousand PBMCs were
incubated with media alone (negative control) or phytohaemoagglutinin (positive
control). The number of specific IFN-g secreting T-cells was counted by direct
visualization, calculated by subtracting the negative control value and expressed as spotforming cells (SFC) per 106 input cells. Negative controls were always less than 30 SFC per
106 input cells. A response was considered positive if it was equal to or greater than 50 SFC
per 106 and at least three times greater than mean background activity. The CD8þ T-cell
dependence of all responses was confirmed by CD4þ T-cell/CD8þ T-cell depletion/
enrichment studies21 using MACS magnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotech). Fine-mapping of
epitopes and comparison of recognition of the autologous epitope variants of virus A and
virus B were done as described21.

HIV-1-specific TH cell assays
We carried out lymphocyte proliferation assays using baculovirus-derived HIV-1 Gag
protein as described3. Briefly, PBMCs were incubated with protein (5 mg ml21) for 6 d and
then pulsed with [3H]thymidine at 1.0 mCi per well for 6 h.
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Sequencing of autologous virus
Viral DNA was isolated from PBMCs (5 £ 106 cells) and viral RNA was extracted from
plasma samples and reverse-transcribed as described8. A set of seven external primer pairs
amplified the whole HIV-1 genome (see Supplementary Fig. 2, Supplementary Table II and
ref. 8). Primers were designed on the basis of alignments of over 100 clade-B sequences
from the HIV Sequence Database (http://hiv-web.lanl.gov). PCR cycling conditions were
as follows: 94 8C for 2 min, 35–50 cycles of 30 s at 94 8C, 30 s at 56 8C, 2 min at 72 8C and a
final extension of 68 8C for 20 min. RT–PCR cycling conditions were as follows: 50 8C for
60 min, 95 8C for 15 min and cycling conditions as noted above. We used 44 internal
primer pairs in nested PCR reactions to yield clonable fragments. The extension times
were shortened to 1 min in the nested PCR reactions. PCR fragments were then gelpurified and cloned by TOPO TA (Invitrogen). Plasmid DNA was isolated by ‘miniprep’
using QiaPrep Turbo Miniprep (Qiagen) and sequenced bidirectionally on an ABI 3100
PRISM automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Sequencher (Gene Codes Corp.) and
MacVector 4.1 (Oxford Molecular) were used to edit and align sequences. We sequenced a
minimum of four clones for each region of the genome at each time point. Neighbourjoining trees were constructed using the Phylip Phylogeny Inference Package Version 3.5c
(ref. 27).

Design of specific primers for virus A and virus B
We designed primers specific for virus A and virus B by taking advantage of unique
nucleotide substitutions present in each virus in a particular region of Gag
(Supplementary Table I). The RT and RT–PCR conditions using these specific primers
were the same as those used for the clade-B consensus primers.

Neutralization assays
We measured neutralizing antibodies in human plasma as described20. Titres are reported
as the reciprocal plasma dilution that resulted in an 80% reduction in p24 synthesis.
Viruses were isolated by PBMC co-culture as described20 and used as original co-culture
supernatants in the neutralization assay. All plasma samples were heat-inactivated at 56 8C
for 1 h before use.

T-lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes: rapid characterization of CTL responses by enzyme-linked
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Drosophila TATA-box-binding protein (TBP)-related factor 2
(TRF2) is a member of a family of TBP-related factors present
in metazoan organisms. Recent evidence suggests that TRF2s are
required for proper embryonic development and differentiation1–5. However, true target promoters and the mechanisms
by which TRF2 operates to control transcription remain elusive.
Here we report the antibody affinity purification of a Drosophila
TRF2-containing complex that contains components of the
nucleosome remodelling factor (NURF) chromatin remodelling
complex as well as the DNA replication-related element (DRE)binding factor DREF. This latter finding led us to potential target
genes containing TRF2-responsive promoters. We have used
a combination of in vitro and in vivo assays to show that the
DREF-containing TRF2 complex directs core promoter recognition of the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) gene.
We also identified additional TRF2-responsive target genes
involved in DNA replication and cell proliferation. These data
suggest that TRF2 functions as a core promoter-selectivity factor
responsible for coordinating transcription of a subset of genes in
Drosophila.
Metazoan organisms have evolved diverse mechanisms to control
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Fungus-growing ants use
antibiotic-producing bacteria to
control garden parasites

HIV-1 superinfection despite broad
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We reported in this Letter that, on the basis of its cell-wall chemistry,
the bacterium associated with the fungus-growing ant Acromyrmex
octospinosus is in the genus Streptomyces (Streptomycetaceae:
Actinomycetes). It has been brought to our attention by Nature
that R. Wirth, T. Wagner, C. Kost, I. Böttcher, W.-R. Arendholz and
M. Redenbach (manuscript submitted) do not find evidence of a
specialized relationship between bacteria in the genus Streptomyces
and fungus-growing ants in the genus Acromyrmex. Our ongoing
molecular phylogenetic analyses reveal that the specialized symbiotic bacterium associated with Acromyrmex is not a species of
Streptomyces, but is instead in the actinomycetous family Pseudonocardiaceae (C.R.C. and M. Cafaro, manuscript in preparation).
This genus-level misidentification does not affect our other
conclusions.
A
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The partial length HIV consensus sequences for virus A (day 18) and
virus B (day 1,170) have been submitted to GenBank as accession
numbers AY247251 and AY268493, respectively.
A
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High brightness electron beam from
Subsecond dopamine release
a multi-walled carbon nanotube
promotes cocaine seeking
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The small round spot visible in Fig. 3 does not represent the actual
emission pattern, but is an artefact caused by a low-operation
voltage of the micro-channel plate. This measurement error has
no effect on the value of the reduced brightness as it was not
determined from the measurement of the emission pattern.
A
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In this Letter, the x axis of Fig. 4b should have ranged from 260 s to
þ60 s with 0 s at the grey triangle.
A
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